Gravity assisted vs. medium pressure valves for communicating hydrocephalus show similar valve-revision rates.
Two common valve types used to treat hydrocephalus include gravity assisted valves (GAV) and medium pressure valves (MPV). Despite their different mechanism of action, differentiated surgical indications per type are not well defined. One could assume that due to a higher complexity of the GAV system, it may be more prone to valve-related malfunction. The purpose of this retrospective study was to compare the valve-related complication rates of GAV and MPV in patients with communicating hydrocephalus. Patients aged 16 years or older undergoing their first shunt implantation using GAV or MPV were included. We recorded demographic data, implantation diagnosis, outcome, complications, valve type and valve adjustments. Symptoms were documented at discharge and follow-up. Valve-related malfunctions were distinguished from other shunt complications. N = 252 patients (range 16.6-88.4, mean 65.0 years, 116 male and 136 female) underwent shunt placement for the first time. N = 122 GAV (48.4 %) and n = 130 MPV were implanted (51.6 %) over a period of 5 years. The most frequent diagnoses were normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH) in 86 cases (34.1 %) and posthemorrhagic hydrocephalus in 114 cases (45.2 %). About two thirds of patients were free of hydrocephalus-related symptoms at follow-up. N = 66 subjects (26.2 %) underwent at least one shunt revision. N = 29 revisions (11.5 %) were due to valve-related malfunction. Valve-related revisions were the main cause for revision in 18/37 cases (48.6 %) in the GAV group and in 11/29 (37.9 %) in the MPV group. Neither clinical improvement nor valve-related malfunctions were found to be statistically different among groups. Despite their technical differences, GAV and MPV show similar valve-related revision rates in the treatment of communicating hydrocephalus.